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CLEVER IDEAS
FOR LIVING

In today’s modern world 
there is no doubting that 
technology is making life 
easier for us. Whether 
it’s your trusted smart 
phone or simply ways to 
light your homes, your 
electronic gadgets and 
gizmos are integral to  
your daily lives.

We’ve brought together a 
wealth of ideas to make 
your home as versatile 
as you need it to be, 
including imaginative 
lighting, and innovative 
solutions to put all that 
technology in easy reach.

IDEAS FOR LIVING 
CONTENT

Enhance your home with light, sound and vision.



At Häfele we understand how 
important it is to have a smart  
and efficient home. Somewhere  
that complements your lifestyle  
and is designed for every aspect  
of your life – from cooking and 
eating to watching TV, listening  
to music and keeping your  
family safe and secure.

This understanding is behind our 
innovative range of lighting and 
electrical products. So whether 
you are looking to create the right 
ambience in your home through 
creative lighting effects, or have your 
electrical gadgets where you want 
them when you need them, we have 
a plethora of switched-on ideas.

We know what you need to make your home work harder for 
you, and every item is designed with you in mind.

REASSURING 
EXPERTISETHE KNOWLEDGE 

TO MAKE YOUR 
HOME SMARTER
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For more than 90 years, 
we’ve been helping people 
make more of their homes. 
Established in Germany, 
and now operating 
worldwide, we specialise 
in the fittings, hardware 
and systems that improve 
the way your home works. 
So when you choose our 
products as part of your 
home, you know you’re 
getting the benefit of 
extensive knowledge and 
decades of experience.

And we’re still a family 
business, owned and 
managed by family 
members who really 
care about the products 
and service we provide. 
You can rely on our 
commitment to the highest 
standards of quality and 
reliability, founded on a 
long tradition of German 
engineering where attention 
to detail is second nature. 

All of our ideas for your 
home are built to last – day 
in, day out – in every part 
of your home. We want you 
to get the very best from 
your home for many years 
to come.  
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IDEAS FOR LIVING 
HOME OF IDEAS

Whether you want to  
create a spa-like haven in 
your bathroom, adapt a 
functional kitchen in to the 
perfect entertaining space 
or discover a cosy paradise 
in your bedroom, lighting 
and electrical accessories 
can shape the perfect 
backdrop to any room  
in your home.  

With a careful mix of mood 
and functional lighting 
alongside the integration  
of the latest gadgets and 
gizmos – each room will 
have the atmosphere you 
want at different times of 
day or night.
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THE HOME OF
CLEVER IDEAS
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KITCHEN IDEAS
The kitchen is undoubtedly the most called upon space in 
your home. From its functional heritage of food making to 
its modern-day role as an entertaining space, its versatility 
is the key to its success.

IDEAS FOR LIVING 
KITCHEN IDEAS

With a careful mix of  
general overhead and more 
intimate mood lighting – 
plus task lighting over your 
worktops, cooker and sink 
– your kitchen will have the 
atmosphere you want at 
different times of the day 
or night.

And with the addition of 
innovative electrical  
solutions, there is a clever 
way to integrate your  
power sockets, tablet 
devices and TV in to the 
overall look and feel of your 
kitchen without them taking 
centre stage.

CREATE THE 
RIGHT MOOD 
FOR ANY TIME 
OF DAY OR 
NIGHT
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PAGE 15

SPOT LIGHTS

Show off your 
prized  
possessions 
by lighting a 
glass cupboard

PAGE 17

FLEXIBLE STRIP LIGHTS

Create a subtle lighting  
effect under your cabinets

PAGE 30

FLIP DOWN TV 

Watch your favourite  
cooking programme 
while you prepare 
the dinner

PAGE 21

SHELF LIGHT 

Make a feature of 
additional storage

PAGE 28

IPAD FLEXI-MOUNT 

View your iPad 
with ease

PAGE 32

POWERDOCK 

Ideal for use on 
an island where 
wall space isn’t 
available



IDEAS FOR LIVING 
BATHROOM & BEDROOM IDEAS

From a quick wash in the  
morning to a long, relaxing soak 
in the evening, the bathroom is 
a sanctuary to get some  
well-deserved time to yourself. 

Mix practical solutions with 
more indulgent treats to really 
make this haven your own.

BATHROOM IDEAS
A bedroom should be your 
favourite place to rest; a 
luxurious place to tuck 
yourself away from the 
world and to give you a 
well-earned rest.

Whether you prefer to 
snuggle up reading a  
good book, listening to  
chilled-out music or  
watching your favourite 
film, make sure you have 
everything you need right 
where you need it.

BEDROOM IDEAS

PAGE 21

HANGING RAIL LIGHT

See your favourite 
outfit without  
searching through 
your wardrobe 

PAGE 17

MOOD LIGHTING

Set the mood with 
a splash of colour

PAGE 27

BEDSIDE CONTROLS

Have what you 
need in easy reach
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PAGE 33

MIRROR DEMISTER 

Keep your 
bathroom mirror 
steam free and 
crystal clear

PAGE 27

SWITCHES & SOCKETS 

Designed to  
perfectly  
complement any 
modern interiors

PAGE 31

WATERPROOF TV 

Lay back and  
relax whilst 
watching your 
favourite show

PAGE 17

WATERPROOF LIGHTING 

Complement overhead 
lighting with more 
calming mood lighting

PAGE 23

READING LIGHT

Turn off the main lights 
and just focus on you 
and a good book

PAGE 31

HIDDEN TV

There when you 
want it but hidden 
away out of sight 
when you don’t



IDEAS FOR LIVING 
LIGHTING

ILLUMINATE 
YOUR HOME

Light is as important as  
colour when considering 
the design of your home.  
It can completely change a 
room, adding atmosphere 
and making it feel cosy and 
welcoming. 

The key to successfully 
lighting your home is in 
layering the effects of  

different types of lighting at 
different levels around the 
room. From functional ‘task 
lighting’ which illuminates 
practical spaces to more 
ambient ‘mood lighting’ 
that creates your chosen 
atmosphere, a good  
lighting scheme will make 
your home as versatile as 
you need it to be.
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LIGHTING  
DOWN LIGHTS

For those who like clean lines and sharp angles, an 
angled down light gives a fantastic minimalist look.

• A sleek and modern design

•  Ideal for high end, design orientated homes

•  Available in varying widths

Product Shown:  

Murano Angled Down Lights

Make a statement with triangular shaped lights 
under your wall cabinets to lighten up your work 
surfaces.

•  Unique design ideal to suit a modern style home

•  Choose between a warm white or a daylight white 
light to match the overall feel of your space

Product Shown:  

Loox LED 4009 Down Lights

For a truly individual look try a completely unique 
style down light to work with the corners and curves 
of your kitchen.

•  Using an innovative sliding design, these lights are 
surface mounted underneath your cabinets

•  Available with master touch LED switch to control 
individual or groups of lights as required 

Product Shown:  

Skate LED Down Lights

Soften the look of your room with circular lighting in 
matt nickel or polished chrome.

•  Have your lights recessed or surface mounted

•  Extremely flat design make them almost invisible  
to the eye when looking straight on

•  Lights can be dimmed to create mood lighting

•  IP44 rated when recess mounted so can be used 
in a damp area.

Product Shown:  

Loox LED 2020 Down Lights

ANGLED DOWN LIGHTS TRIANGULAR DOWN LIGHTS UNIqUE DOWN LIGHTSROUND DOWN LIGHTS

Minimal, design-orientated lighting.

BRIGHT IDEAS
Most commonly used for task 
lighting in the kitchen or  
bathroom, down lights provide 
a concentrated light source 
ideal for more functional areas 
of your space.
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RIGID STRIP LIGHTS

Versatile and individual, rigid strip lights bring a solid beam of light in to your home

•  Use individually or linked together to provide a nearly seamless lighting effect

•  Can be used as an alternative to a down light

•  Ideal for use at low-level or under cabinets

Product Shown:  

Loox Compatible Rigid Bar Strip Light

FLEXIBLE STRIP LIGHTS

Create mood lighting in your home that will become the envy of all your friends.

•  Continuous strip light for use at any level throughout your home

•  Available as standard white light or coloured for something completely unique

•  Easy surface mounted fitting

Product Shown:  

Standard Flexible LED Strip Light, RGB Flexible LED Strip Light

LIGHTING 
STRIP LIGHTS

Creating a beam of light throughout your home.

A CONTINUOUS 
RAY OF LIGHT

SPLASHPROOF FLEXIBLE STRIP LIGHTS

Turn-off from the world with low-level mood lighting that is ideal for your bathroom or kitchen.

•  Continuous strip light for use at any level throughout your home

•  Available as standard white light

•  Easy surface mounted fitting

Product Shown:  

Flexyled Splashproof Strip Light
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LIGHTING 
LOW-LEVEL LIGHTS

PLINTH LIGHTS

Specifically designed for use on kitchen plinths, these spot lights can create fantastic mood lighting in your 
kitchen.

•  Round lights can be recess mounted to create a sleek and modern finish

•  Square lights come with self-adhesive backing for easy fitting

Product Shown:  

LED Round Plinth Lights, LED Square Plinth Lights

1918

Bring something unique to your decking 

•  Waterproof lights built to withstand exterior 
climates

•  Simple and modern round design

•  Available as standard white light or colour 
changing

Product Shown:  

LED Colour Changing Decking Lights

DECKING LIGHTS

19

Light up your walkways both inside your home  
and in the garden.

WATCH YOUR 
STEP INSIDE  
AND OUT



LIGHTING
STORAGE LIGHTS

2120 21

Lighten up the contents of your drawers as you open 
them with built-in drawer lighting.

•  Slim space saving profile to work on most  
standard drawers

•  Hands-free control with a built-in infrared sensor 
that turns on when the drawer is opened

•  Lights the whole drawer showing off the  
entire contents

Product Shown:  

LED Drawer Light

DRAWER LIGHTS

LIGHTS UP THE 
WHOLE DRAWER

Whether you are storing things away or 
proudly displaying them on a shelf, make 
sure they aren’t in the dark.

LIGHTING UP 
FROM THE 
INSIDE

Show-off your prize possessions with a chunky box 
shelf.

•  A modern ‘floating’ shelf design with frosted glass 
for light to shine through

•  Ideal for stylish kitchens that need something 
different

•  Integrated on/off switch for you to control as you 
need to

Product Shown:  

Illuminated Box Shelf Light

BOX SHELF LIGHT

Put a spotlight on your favourite belongings with an 
unassuming shelf design.

•  A stylish aluminium frame frosted glass top and 
bottom to allow light to shine through

•  Ideal for a modern kitchen with open wall space

• Touch sensor switch for easy to turn on and off

Product Shown:  

Wing Stainless Steel LED Illuminated Shelf Light

WING SHELF LIGHT

A modest way to highlight the contents of your 
shelves.

•  A modern, simple design

• Slim space saving profile for surface mounting

•  For installation under glass, wood or metal 
shelving

Product Shown:  

Loox Compatible Shelfline LED Angled Light

UNDER SHELF LIGHT

Make sure you can find your favourite outfit in the 
back of the closet.

•  A modern, aluminium design suitable for all types 
of room

•  Light integrated in to the underside of the hanging 
rail with a transparent protective strip

•  Available with a motion sensor that turns on when 
you open your wardrobe door

Product Shown:  

Loox Compatible 12V Goccia LED Illuminated Wardrobe Rail

HANGING RAIL LIGHT



LIGHTING 
MIRROR & READING LIGHTS

MIRROR LIGHTS

 

See yourself in the best light with a bespoke mirror light, designed with you in mind.

•  A collection of modern, sleek designs to suit your style

•  Ideal for lighting your bathroom or bedroom mirror

• Choose from various modern designs in different finishes

Product Shown:  

Loox Compatible LED Cigno Mirror Light, Loox Compatible LED Giro Mirror Light,  

Loox Compatible LED K-1 Cornice Light, Loox Compatible LED K-2 Cornice Light

FLEXIBLE READING LIGHTS

 

Direct the light right where you need it, when you need it.

•  Ideal for wall mounting next to or above the bed

•  Flexible arm with swivel light head making it easy to position

•  Can be surface or wall mounted

Product Shown:  

Loox LED 3018 Flexible Reading Light, Loox LED 2018 Flexible Reading Light

Sometimes when a general light isn’t quite enough, a more concentrated 
light is the best solution. So whether you are grooming yourself in front 
of the mirror or having a night in with your favourite book, you need the 
right light to see.

Upgrade your bedside lamps to a more modern and 
tidy solution.

•  A simple and subtle design that will go with most 
interiors

•  Slots over your bedroom headboard for easy fitting

•  Available in a square or rectangular format

Product Shown:  

Loox Compatible 12V Move Square Headboard Bed Light

HEADBOARD LIGHT

232322

TURN ON THE 
SPOTLIGHT

FUNCTIONAL LIGHTING 
WITH A STYLISH EDGE



SWITCHED-ON IDEAS
FOR YOUR HOME
The key to a smarter home 
is making it as versatile as 
you need it to be. Whether 
you want to watch TV in 
the bath, charge your  
smart phone, listen to 
music while you cook or let 
your guests in at your door, 
by taking the latest  
innovations and integrating 
them in to your home, you 
can do it all.

From designer switches 
and sockets to charging 
accessories, televisions, 
smoke detectors and door 
entry systems, there are 
many ways to make your 
home work smarter for you.

IDEAS FOR LIVING 
ELECTRICAL
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Once you have chosen your frame, select the finish 
for the switch or the socket itself. Whether you want 
to coordinate an aluminium frame with an aluminium 
switch or completely contrast your aubergine 
frame with a pure gloss white switch, there is a 
combination to suit your style.

Being viewed as more of 
a functional part of the 
home, we are often led to 
believe we are limited in 
our choices of switches 
and sockets.

In reality, there is a vast 
array of design solutions 
which will enable you to 
match the colours and 
finishes to the rest of your 
home décor.

By choosing from your 
favourite stylish frames 
and then matching with 
the right finish of switch 
or socket, you can create 
a unique coordinating or 
contrasting look.

Brown  
Aluminium

Walnut  
Aluminium

Satin Stainless 
Steel

Brown Sand

Pure White 
Glossy 

Aluminium Black Green AubergineAnthracite

Glass Umber Mint Glass Black Glass

Anodised 
Aluminium

Black  
Aluminium

White Glass

Pure White 
Glossy

Aluminium Anthracite Satin Stainless 
Steel

STYLISH FRAMES 

Ensure you choose a stylish frame which matches your home décor. Keep it subtle with a coordinating colour or, for the more 
adventurous, don’t be afraid to choose a contrasting colour or finish that makes a real statement.

SWITCHES & SOCKETS

Finally, choose the sockets and switches you require. From a double socket and 3-gang 
push button switch, to a room temperature control with a visual display clock, you can 
have a consistent look throughout your home.

CONTROL FINISHES

THE FINISHING  
TOUCHES MAKE 
ALL THE 
DIFFERENCE

Pay attention to the detail with  
design-led switches and sockets.

SWITCHED 
ON DESIGN

Product Shown:  

Gira Switches and Sockets
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ELECTRICAL
SWITCHES & SOCKETS
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Whether you use this on your bedroom side table 
or mounted underneath a cabinet in your kitchen, it 
allows you to have your iPad in a viewable position 
when you need it.

•  High quality stereo speaker for mounting  
your iPad

•  No damage to the cabinets or work surface as 
secured by three self-adhesive rubber feet

•  Once mounted it allows the iPad to be swivelled by 
90 degrees

•  Recharges the iPad whilst in use

•  For use with iPad 2nd or 3rd generation

Product Shown:  

iPad Speaker Dock (iPad not included)

Whether you use your iPad to search for recipes, 
video call your friends or simply read a book whilst 
lying in bed, make sure it’s in a safe, easily reachable 
place.

•  Easy to use with smart click mounting

•  Ideal for following recipes whilst cooking or 
reading in bed

•  Can be pulled-out, swivelled and tilted for the best 
viewing position

Product Shown:  

iPad Holder (iPad not included)

Fitted in to the bottom of a cabinet or in to your 
work surface, keep your tablet or smart phone 
connected wherever you are in the room.

•  Discreet speaker and control panel fitted 
separately for flexibility

•  Connected through Bluetooth so no need for 
docking

•  Bluetooth Range within 8 metres

Product Shown:  

Bluetooth Audio System (iPhone not included)

BLUETOOTH RECEIVER & SPEAKER

Keep connected wherever you are in the room with 
this Bluetooth receiver and speaker set ideal for use 
with our GIRA switches and sockets range.

•  Mix and match frames to complement your décor 

•  Connected through Bluetooth so no need for 
docking

•  Bluetooth Range within 10 metres

Product Shown:  

Bluetooth Receiver & Speaker 

iPAD HOLDER

iPAD SPEAKER DOCK BUILT IN BLUETOOTH AUDIO SYSTEM

TURN ON  
TUNE IN  
AND ENJOY

EXTRA 
ACCESSORIES 
THAT MAKE ALL 
THE DIFFERENCE
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ELECTRICAL 
TABLET & SMART PHONE ACCESSORIES



Have the best angle on the action with this flexible 
bracket that turns up to 180˚ and tilts up to 20˚. 
For use around a corner or in a cabinet.

• For screen sizes 26” to 42” 

• A cable inlay system keeps the cables hidden

•  Virtually invisible when stored with just 35mm of 
space between the TV and the wall

Product Shown:  

Vogel’s Double Hinge Wall Mount TV Bracket (TV not included)

TV LIFT

Hide your TV completely away when you are not 
watching it from the comfort of your own bed or 
sofa.

•  Remote controlled telescopic TV lift

•  Includes a lid lifter to automatically open and close 
the unit top

•  Automatic reverse function for improved safety

Product Shown:  

Plasma and LCD TV Lift (TV not included)

WATERPROOF TV TV BRACKET

ELECTRICAL
TVs & TV ACCESSORIES

A luxury HD Ready flip-down TV that allows you to prepare and cook whilst watching your favourite programmes.

•  HD Ready 15” screen with built-in Freview & DVD player

•  Screen drops down from below the cabinet and swivels to give better viewing

•  For under cabinet mounted so can be folded away when not in use 

Product Shown:  

Sovos TV

FLIP-DOWN TV

Immerse yourself in what you want to 
watch, when you want to watch it.

DIFFERENT 
WAYS TO 
WATCH
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Perfect for relaxing in the bath with your favourite TV 
show or washing the day away in the shower whilst 
catching up on the latest news and sport.

•  15” LCD, ultra-thin profile with built-in Freeview

•  To be recessed in to bathroom tiles for subtle 
inclusion in your bathroom

•  With remote so you can control without having  
to move

Product Shown:  

Waterproof TV
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A smart and easy way to keep your mobile devices 
charged, the PowermatTM gives wireless power 
wherever you need it most.

•  A sleek charging hub that you can place your 
phone on to charge

•  Can be recess mounted to provide a discreet 
charging point

•  Coupled with a sleek cover for your phone with 
built-in wireless connector

Product Shown:  

PowermatTM Phone Charging System

POWERMATTM PHONE CHARGING SYSTEM

A smart and intellegent unit that detects both smoke 
and heat to give you double the safety.

•  A sleek and modern design

•  Ability to disable the smoke fuction for 15 minutes 
– useful in kitchens when grilling or frying

•  Battery operated or mains connectable version 
available

Product Shown:  

GIRA Smoke and Heat Alarm

Make sure you can see your reflection clearly even 
after a hot, steamy shower.

• A self-adhesive pad which fits behind most mirrors

•  Economical to run with it’s low surface temperature 
and maintenance free

•  IP44 rated so suitable for use in the bathroom

Product Shown:  

Heated Mirror Pad

SMOKE AND HEAT DETECTOR HEATED MIRROR PAD
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Hidden underneath the work surface when not in 
use, perfect for kitchen islands where wall plugs 
aren’t available.

•  Hidden design allows for sockets to be out of sight 
when not in use

•  IP54 rated when closed so suitable for spill 
protection

•  Two USB connectors for charging mobile devices

Product Shown:  

USB Powerdock

POWERDOCK

Enables mobile or MP3 devices to be charged 
directly and simultaneously with numerous frame 
styles and finishes available to suit your style.

•  Fits in to most standard wall boxes when used 
with an adapter support ring

• With two USB connectors

•  Mix and match our GIRA frames to your chosen 
décor 

Product Shown:  

USB Charger

USB CHARGER
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ELECTRICAL 
CHARGING & SAFETY ACCESSORIES

RECHARGE &
STAY SAFE



DOOR ENTRY SYSTEMS

 

Whether you have a traditional cottage in the country 
or a townhouse in the centre of the city, a door entry 
system might be just what you need to help feel safe 
and secure.

•  A modular design ideal for use with our GIRA 
switches and sockets range

•  Audio and or video entry systems available 

•  Complement your door station with one or multiple 
home stations

Product Shown:  

GIRA Audio & Video Door Entry System

All the ideas in this brochure can help 
make your home smarter. After all, it’s 
all the extra details that turn a good 
home in to a perfect home.

IDEAS FOR LIVING
www.ideasforliving.co.uk

©Häfele U.K. Ltd 2014. We reserve the right to alter product specification without notice. All information correct at time of print.34

ELECTRICAL
SAFETY ACCESSORIES

BE SAFE  
AND SECURE



IDEAS FOR LIVING
www.ideasforliving.co.uk

To find out more about our lighting and  
electrical products call 0800 181 4290  
or visit our website www.ideasforliving.co.uk

Häfele UK Ltd 
Brownsover Road 
Swift Valley Industrial Estate 
Rugby, Warwickshire 
CV21 1RD 
info@hafele.co.uk 


